Amendment One

C.10.6 SPINNAKER
(b) Identification
Amendment, insert after: “National Letters:”, “and sail numbers”

Amendment Two

G.3 MAINSAIL
G.3.3 CONSTRUCTION
(e) Amendment, last line after: “certification mark,” delete: “a maximum of two windows”
insert: “window(s)”.

Amendment Three

G.3 MAINSAIL
G.3.4 DIMENSIONS
Window
Amendment:
Delete: “Distance from nearest edge of the sail.......... 150mm 1500mm”

Amendment Four

G.4 HEADSAIL
G.4.2 CONSTRUCTION
(d) Amendment, delete: “a maximum of two windows”, insert: “window(s)”.

Amendment Five

G.4 HEADSAIL
G.4.3 DIMENSIONS
Window:
Amendment:
Delete: “Distance from nearest edge of the sail.......... 150mm 1500mm”